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ABSTRACT 
We present observations from Ulgsses associated with a large coronal maaa ejection (CME) that 
lifted off the west limb of the Sun on 5 October, 1996. Our study focws on the effects of the 
interplanetary counterpart of the CME an the energetic particle populations at the location 
of Ulysses, in particular the effect on the seqaence of corotating enhancements that had been 
observed prior to its arrival. We conclude that, despite its large spatial extent, the CME caused 
no permanent deformation of the heliospheric current sheet. 

INTRODUCTION 
The study of the interplanetary counterp&~ of coronal mass ejections (OM&) has literally 
gained II new perspective in recent years with the addition of out-of-ecliptic observations fom 
Ulyoses. Although the high-latitude phases of the miesicm to date have been. characterised 
by predominantly quiet solar conditions, a number of CME events have been obaerved (e.g., 
Gosling, 1996 and references therein). The CME event which is the subject cd thte study is of 
part,icuhr interest, since, in addition to the Ulysses meMurements, complementary observations 
from SORO and YoFLkojt are &Q available. In this paper we attempt to l l ~ e  particle observations 
acquired by the COSPIN experheat on board Ulyssee to infer the global properties of the 
transient disturbance and its effect on the h&ospheric current sheet. 

The energetic particle observations reported here were made with the Low Energy Tele- 
scope (LET), one af the five sensors of the Ulysses COSPIN experiment (Simpsoll et id., 1992). 
Supporting data from the Ulysses Solar Wind Plasma (Bame et al,, 1992) and Magnetometer 
[Bdogh et d,, 1992) instruments have been used t o  facilitate the interpretation, 
OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION 
On 5 October, 1996, a larrge CME event was observed by the LASCO Coronagraph experiment 
on S O H 0  {Bruecknsr et al,, 1995)a The CME, which lifted off the Sun behind the WeBt limb zu 
5een from the Earth, was fast and ehowed clear bop structure (Gosling et el., 1997a; Harrison, 
1997). At the time of the S O H 0  event, Ulyeses was &o located behiad the West limb, at a 
radial distance of 4.4 AU from the Sun. The CME-related disturbance reached Ulyases 9 days 
later on 14 October, implying an average transit speed of 860 km s-’- The spacecraft was 
then approximately 130 degrees West of the SumEarth line, at 24 degrees North heliographic 
latitude. The plasma observations relating to the event have been described elsewhere (Gosling 
et at., 1997a). Of relevance t o  the present study is the nature of the disturbance, which was 
ideatified by these authors on the baais of its bidirectional electron (BDE) Signature as an 
over-expanding CME driving a forward shock that was observed at Ulysoer at -2200 hours on 
October 13. No corresponding reverse shack was seen at Ulysses, although a second forward 
shock was observed on October 19 propagating into the trailing portion of the disturbance. 
The BDE event lasted for 6.5 days. 
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I .  Irrtetuity of I.&kO MeV protons and 1.0-5.0 MeV,va u l p b  memured ly the 

Eaergetic Particle Obaervations 
By October, 1996, Ulysses had moved sdciently far equatorwazd that it we0 no longer contin- 
uously immersed in the high-speed 6 0 h  wind flow from the northern polax coronal hole, and it 
had begun to  encounter corotating interaction regbns (CIRS) (Gosling et al., 1997b). Starting 
in December 1995, well before the first in-situ encounter with a CIB, recurrent increases in -1 
MeV particles had been observed at Ulysses, prodding evidence for latitudinal transport of 
these particles (Maroden et al., 1996; Roelof et d., 1997). Ae can be seen from Figure 1, these 
increases tend to show a 26-day periodicity, although the peak intendties vary considerably, on 
occagion being barely visible above the background, The recurrence pattern underwent a p h e  
shift of 8-10 dsya at the end of May 1996, herdding the start  of a new, more complex, series of 
events that included both CIR- and flare-related increases. The first fully developed interac- 
tion region to be encountered locally by Ulysses since the northern pdar pass was observed in 
early September, followed by the second -29 days later (R. Forsyth, private communication), 
Marked MeV particle enhancements were obaerved in association with the reverse shocks at 
these two CIRs, which directly preceded the CME event, 

The top two panels of Figure 2 show the intensities of 1.2-3,0 MeV protons and 1.0-5.0 
MeV/n alpha particles, respectively, for the 1O-day period starting October 11, 1996. Also 
shown are the solar wind speed V and mynetic field magnitude IBl (lewet two panels). A 
comparison of Figures 1 and 2 reveals that, at the time of arrival of the CME-associated 
forward shock, the proton and alpha particle channels shown had returned t o  nest-badqround 
hWelI3 following the second local CIR. These particular LET channels are derived &om single- 
detector rnewurernenta for which penetrating high-energy cosmic ray particlee eoaetitute the 
dowinant Bource of this background, In general, therefore, the background level itself varies only 
slowly in response ta the overall amount of cosmic ray modulation. O c c ~ o n d y ,  Forbush-like 
decreases of -25% in this background have been seen as a result of (non-local) CIR modulation 



(for example in March/April 1996). Bowever, following the atrival of the CMEdriven forward 
shock on October 13, the background intensity dropped by -SO%, approaching the loweet value 
~ e t n  throughout the mission. This is most clearly seen in the low-energy alpha channel, where 
the intensity decreases over a period of 3-4 dap, followed by a recovery of e i d u  duration. 
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Fig. 2. Energetic partzcle (upper panels) and solar wind (lower panes) parameters far the 
IO-day p e d  starting 11 October (day $85) 1996, Vertical linea mark forward (F) ahocka 
ctssaciatedwith the CME. 

October 1996 

The low-energy proton prafiie is less symmetric, m a y  because of an onset starting early 
011 October 18 that ie superhposed on the main recovery. We believe that this onset is due 
to low-energy (-1 MeV) protons that were accelerated at the second forward shock, which 
reached the spacecraft -44 hours later. The onset hae a pro& typical of remote connection 
to P travelling shock, and a shock-spike was observed at the time of shock passage (-ZOO0 hrs) 
on October 19. Given a total duration of the main Forbush-like decrease of 6-7 days, and an 
average propagation speed based on the measured solar wind v d d y  p r o h  of 875 km 5-l, we 
arrive at a scale siae for the disturbance of -2.5 AU, in agreement with the estimate given by 
Gosling et al. (1997b). 

W e  now attempt to address the following question: given its considerable spatial extent, 
to what extent does the CME disturbance permanently affect the recurrence pattern of CIR- 
dated particle increases (and by inference, the HCS)? As noted earlier, the phaee of the CIR- 
related events vu previously disturbed in April/May 1996, This shift was due to changes in the 
photosphuic magnetic field. In Figure 3, we show the source eurface field neutral line (classical 
model with line-of-sight boundary condition), a6 provided by the Wdcox Solar Observatory 
(csurtesy of J.T. Aoeksema), for Cardngton Rotations 190&1910, and 1914-1916. The clear 
&age in the mufral line (used here as a proxy for the HCS) between CR 1008 and 1910, 
most notably at longitudes 240-270 degrees, is the result of newly emerging magnetic flux 
(Wang et al., lSgB), which caused a re-organization of the solar wind stream structure and a 
corresponding chazlge in the CIR pattern sensed remotely by Ulyssea, 
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I f  the CME changes the topology of the HCS 
in the same way as the emerging flux event in 
AprillMap 1996, for example by introducing a 
warp, we would expect to see a corresponding 
change in the CIR pattern at Ulysses, In fact, 
if we condder the intensity profla shown Fig- 
ure 1, it ii clear that there is no substantial 
increase 26 days after the GIR-related peak 
on October 2-4, A large increase was ob- 
served 52 d y s  later, however, suggesting that 
stream structure had maintained ite configu- 
ration, with the CME causing only a ternpo- 
rary disruption, On the other hand, we were 
unable to confirm this based on the identifica- 
tion of subsequent recurrences, as discussed 
below. The lower three curves of Figure 3 
(CR 1914-191s) show the neutral line for the 
period around the time of the CME event. 
No obvious change taka place in the shape 
of the neutral line as a result of the CME 
(dthoogh CR 1916 shows a slight reduction 
in the northmd excursion at longitude 2401, 
tending to support this idea. Furthermore, 
measurements of the magnetic field polarity 
(not shown here) indicate that the spacecraft 
emerged from the CME &sturbance into an 
opposite polarity regime to that prior to the 
event, suggesting that the CME propagated 
thmugh the HCS rather than above or below. 
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Fig. 3. Source swfuce: taelltrol linea (classical 
model with lane-of-~%hi boundary canddion) 
for CR 19U8-I910 and 1914-1916 from the 
Wikox Solar Observatory. 

As mentioned above, the particle data for the period following that conaidered here show 
no cleaz recurrent features. A possible reaaon for this is a modest increlree in solar activity seen 
at the end of November which could have contributed flare-associated fluxes. In addition, the 
tilt of the HCS was sufficiently low that conditions at Ulymses were probably dominated by the 
belt of solar wind variability for much of this period, rather than the global stream structure. 
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